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Bromine neutron resonance in the energy range up to 400 eV is investigated by the time of 
flight method with detectors for recording capture and scattering. The parameters of 15 
resonances are obtained. The level spins are determined for 9 resonances. For 5 levels 
J = 1 and for four J = 2. 

THE purpose of research on neutron resonances 
of nuclei is to obtain information on the parameters 
of the levels in the region of the neutron binding 
energy. This includes the neutron and radiation 
widths r n and r Y• and the level spin J. 

The present work is devoted to an investigation 
of the radiative capture and scattering of neutrons 
by bromine nuclei, and is aimed at making the level 
parameters more precise and obtaining the spins, 
which hitherto have not been determined for bro
mine. 

The bromine neutron resonance parameters 
were investigated by the transmission method in 
the work of Leblanc et al [t]. The values of grn 
and r were obtained for nine resonances at neu
tron energies up to 317 eV [ g = ( 2J + 1 )/2( 2I + 1 ), 
where I is the spin of the nucleus in the ground 
state ] . The radiation widths were determined by 
Rosen et al [2], but no values were obtained for the 
level spins. 

In the present investigation, the cross sections 
for radiative capture and neutron scattering were 
measured by the time of flight method using the 
pulsed fast reactor ( IBR) of the Joint Institute for 
Nuclear ResearchC3J as a neutron source. 

The flight base was 750m for measurement with 
the ny detector and 500 m for measurement with 
the scattered -neutron detector. This ensured a 
resolution of 0.05 and 0.08 iJ.Sec/m, respectively. 
The time spectrum was registered by a 1024-
channel ~ime analyzer[(] with an 8-~-tsec channel 
width. 

The radiative capture was measured with the 
aid of a liquid scintillation ny detector [sJ. The 
neutron scattering was investigated with a scintil
lation detector based on ZnS ( Ag ) + B (light -sen
sitive compound T-1) [GJ. 

RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE 

Consider a sample D located inside a detector 
perpendicular to the incident neutron beam. We 
denote the thickness of the sample by nn (nuclei/ 
em 2 ) • The number of detector counts connected 
with the registration of the radiative neutron cap
ture per time channel can be written in the form 

~ 

N (D)=~ II (E') f).E' [1- exp (- nDGr)] 
cr 

x ..2.. e R (E- E') dE' (1) 
at Y ' 

where II (E) -number of neutrons in a unit energy 
interval (corresponding to the time of flight t ) , in
cident on the entire area of the sample during the 
measurement time; 6E = ( 26t/t) E -energy width 
of the time channel 6t; at and ay -total and cap
ture cross sections at energy E, with account of 
the Doppler broadening; Ey -efficiency with which 
the detector registers a radiative capture event; 
R( E - E') -resolution function. 

The total counting rate in all the channels con
taining an isolated resonance does not depend on 
the resolution and is equal to 

~N (D)= (' TI (E) [1- exp (- nDo1)] crY eydE. (2) .l Cit 

Expression (2) can be reduced under certain ap
proximations to the form 1 l 

~N (D)= TI (Eo) ey ~y ~ [1- exp (- nDa,)] dE, (3) 

where ar is the resonant term of the total cross 
section. 

The integral in the right half of (3) is the area 
An under the dip on the transmission curve. This 
area is a function of the resonance parameters 
grn and rn. the Doppler width 6, and the thick-

l)An estimate of the precision of such an approximation is 
given in [11]. 
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ness nn of the sample. Tables of An are given 
in [7] 

Expression (3) can then be written in the form 

'i..N (D)/fl (Eo) Ey = A Dr yjf = C. (4) 

To determine C it is necessary to find the 
product II ( E0 )E:y. For the investigated bromine 
specimen, this product was determined from the 
detector count at the maximum of a strong and 
well resolved resonance with energy 35.9 e V. 
Measurements with samples of different thick
nesses have shown that the count at the maximum 
remains constant, i.e., all the neutrons of resonant 
energy are absorbed in the samples. It then fol
lows from (1) that 

(5) 

Bearing in mind that the ratio r y /r at small 
values of r n (see the table below) depends weakly 
on the absolute values of r y and r, we can deter
mine II(E0 )Ey for the given resonance. To change 
to other resonances it is necessary to know the 
relative variation of the flux with the energy and 
to estimate the change in the efficiency on going 
frem resonance to resonance. The energy depend
ence of the flux was measured with boron counters. 
As to the efficiency with which radiation capture 
is registered, it should not vary noticeably from 
resonance to resonance, since the y-ray spectrum 
is due to the large number of transitions to inter
mediate levels common to the resonances of one 
isotope. The presence of two isotopes of natural 
bromine can lead to some difference in the effi
ciency for resonances of different isotopes. In 
addition, the y-ray spectrum may exhibit some 
dependence on the level spin. 

To check the constancy of the neutron radiative
capture registration efficiency Ey in different res
onances, additional measurements were made. The 
same detector was used to plot the amplitude spec
tra of the y rays produced by neutron capture in 
resonances of Br79 and Br81 • The apparatus spec
tra coincided fully. Further, measurements were 
made in the summation mode in addition to the 
principal measurements in the coincidence mode. 
In the summation mode the efficiency for the reg
istration of the ( n, y) reaction depends little on 
the form of the spectrum and on the multiplicity of 
the y quanta per neutron capture. As shown by the 
measurement results, the ratio of the total number 
of counts did not vary from resonance to resonance 
in the different modes. This allows us to assume 
that the efficiency Ey is constant for all the reso
nances. 

Using the values obtained for II ( E ) Ey, it was 
possible to obtain the experimental values of C 
for all the investigated resonances. These values 
were corrected for neutron capture in the sample 
following the scattering [S] and for the registration 
of the scattered neutrons by the detector. The lat
ter correction was calculated from the formula 

C = C exp /(1 + f nEn/f yE-1 ) 

and was less than 2 per cent for all the investi
gated resonances. Equation (4) enables us to plot 
grn against r for two possible values of the spin 
factor g. 

In addition to the described experiment, it is 
possible to measure with the aid of the ny detec
tor the resonance parameters by the self-indica
tion method, described in detail by Rosen et al [s,to]. 

The gist of the method consists in carrying out, in 
addition to measurements of the type described 
above, also measurements with an additional sam
ple T made of the same material, located outside 
the detector under "good geometry" conditions. 

From the ratio of the total counting rates for 
a given resonance with and without the sample T 
we readily obtain the expression 

"i.N (D, T) AD+T- Ar 
S = "i.N (D) exp (nrop) = ·AD , (6) 

which does not contain the values of the flux and 
the detector efficiency, and is a function of the 
parameters that determine the value of A, and 
also of the ratio nT /nn and the potential scatter
ing cross section up. A table of the values of S 
was calculated with an electronic computer for a 
wide range of parameters. By determining S ex
perimentally, we could obtain, in accordance with 
(6), the dependence of grn on r. 

The material used in the measurements was 
KBr powder in thin-wall aluminum cassettes 190 
mm in diameter (collimator diameter 180 mm). 
The thicknesses of the specimens employed, both 
D and T, varied over a wide range so as to obtain 
the best measurement conditions for the different 
resonances. Measurements with the D-specimens 
were made at four thicknesses, from 0.325 x 1021 

to 7. 7 x 1021 nuclei/ em 2 of natural bromine isotope 
mixture ( 50.56% Br79 and 49.44% Br81 ). Five of 
the T-specimens were 0.325 x 1021 to 61.6 x 1021 

nuclei/cm2 thick. To prepare the thinnest speci
men D1 = T 1 ( 0.325 x 1021 nuclei/cm2 ), the KBr 
was mixed with CaF 2 powder to obtain a more 
uniform distribution over the specimen area. 

Figure 1 shows an experimental curve obtained 
in 8-hour measurements with a specimen D of 
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FIG. 1. Experimental curve for neutron reso
nances of bromine, obtained with ny detector. 
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thickness 7. 7 x 1021 nuclei/ cm2• The background 
level was determined on the basis of measure
ments without the specimen and of measurements 
with graphite, which yields only scattered neutrons. 
The results obtained are in good agreement with 
the level of the sections of the curve of Fig. 1 that 
are far from resonance, with allowance for the ef
fect of the resonance wings. 

Measurements with graphite made it possible to 
estimate the neutron registration efficiency, which 
was found to be approximately 0.15 per cent and 
independent of the neutron energy and the investi
gated region. 

The error in the determination of C in (4) was 
due above all to the error in the determination of 
the product II (E) Ey, which was estimated at 8 per 
cent. The error due to the statistics of the sum
mary number of counts for a given resonance was 
smaller. For strong resonances it amounted to 
1-2 per cent, and for the weakest ones it reached 
5-6 per cent. A considerable contribution to the 
error for the weak resonances was made by the 
uncertainty in the background level and in the sep
aration of the weak resonances from the nearby 
strong resonances. For the weakest resonances, 
for example at 212 or 256 eV, this error reached 
15 per cent. For the strong resonances it was 
small. The final error in C was determined as 
the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
errors listed above. 

In the measurements by the self-indication 
method the error connected with the flux and with 
the efficiency was eliminated, but the error con
nected with the statistics was increased, since S 
is determined by the ratio of the total counting 
rate over the resonance width without the absorb
ing specimen. The summary error in S was 1-3 

Channel number 

per cent for specimens of optimal thickness in the 
case of strong resonances. For the weakest reso
nances the error in S is noticeably larger, and 
the use of the self-indication method is not advan
tageous. 

NEUTRON SCATTERING 

For the case of neutron scattering we can write 
an expression for the summary number of detector 
counts, analogous to (2): 

~N =ll (E) En\ [1- exp (- nC5t)] csn dE= ll (E) E,,!. (7) . ~ 

For the analysis that follows it is convenient to in
troduce the difference 

I- I P = ~ { [l- exp (- nC5,)] :n - [I - exp (- Mp)]} dE, 
I (8) 

where Ip describes the total number of counts in 
the same energy interval, under the condition that 
only potential scattering takes place and II( E kn 
= 1. Since thin specimens are used in scattering 
experiments (nu0 ;:;;. 1 ), it is possible to expand the 
integrand in (8) in a series and retain the first few 
terms. After integration and grouping of terms we 
obtain 

Here CTio = u0 • 2a/7t is the term due to the interfer
ence between the potential and resonant scattering; 
A is the area of the dip on the transmission curve; 
M and L are polynomials that depend on nu0 and 
on rn/r. 

Let us consider in greater detail the physical 
meaning of the expression obtained. If the integra
tion limits include fully the isolated resonance 
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under consideration, the difference I- Ip. multi
plied by II ( E )En, is the difference between the ex
perimental sum of the number of counts over the 
resonance region and the sum of the number of 
counts produced in the same channels only by the 
potential scattering in the absence of resonance. 
The latter quantity is determined by interpolating 
the level of the potential scattering from a region 
far from resonance, or from calibration measure
ments with a scatterer that has no resonances 
such as lead. 

For further use, it is convenient to transform 
(9) into 

Afn/f = (/-/ p) / (J- QM- QL). (10) 

As shown earlier [H], the quantities rlM and 
rlL can be reduced with some degree of approxi
mation to the form 

(11) 

(12) 

Since nap « 1, is usually possible to neglect 
rlM. Considerably more important is the quantity 
QL which in the case rn « r can turn out to be 
comparable with unity and may even exceed it. In 
this case I- Ip will be a negative quantity, i.e., 
the experimental curve lies below the interpolation 
level of the potential scattering. This is due to the 
fact that the resonant capture of the neutrons re
duces greatly the number of neutrons that experi
ence potential scattering. 

Particular notice must be made of the fact that 
although the composition of the scattering speci
men includes nuclei other than those of the inves
tigated isotope this should be taken into account 
in (12) by replacing nap with .2] (nap )i, where 

1 
the sum is taken over all the nuclei present. This 
does not pertain to (11), where it is possible to re
tain the value of nap for the given isotope. 

In the subsequent analysis we used expression 
(10). To find I- Ip it was necessary to know the 
product II ( E )En, which was determined by cali
bration measurements with lead as a sample. The 
interaction between the neutrons and the lead nu
clei was due to the potential scattering, the cross 
section of which, 11.4 b, was independent of the 
neutron energy in the region under consideration. 

In this case the number of counts per time
analyzer channel is 

Npb=n(E)En[1-Tpb]!'.E, Tpb=exp(-nop)Pb, (13) 

where ~E has the same meaning as in (1). Hence 

(14) 

where Npb and ~E are taken for the channel cor
responding to the maximum of the resonance. 

The experimental value of the number of counts 
over the resonance is influenced by the neutron 
capture which follows the scattering and reduces 
the number of detector counts. To eliminate the 
effect of multiple interactions, measurements were 
made with several specimen thicknesses and the 
quantity 

(15) 

was extrapolated to zero thickness. The quantity A 
in (15) is a function of the parameters grn, F, and 
the specimen thickness n, but on going to the limit 
as n- 0 the ratio A/grn does not depend on the 
chosen parameters and is a known quantity. We 
substituted in (15) values of gr n and A known 
from previous results. 

Thus, extrapolation yields 

limB =gr; ;r. (16) 
n-~o 

This equation gives the connection between gr n 
and r for two possible values of g and makes it 
possible, following simultaneous solution with Eqs. 
(4) and (6) to obtain all the parameters of the level. 

Extrapolation not only eliminates the error con
nected with the capture after scattering, but has 
another beneficial effect. For thin specimens, the 
influence of the Doppler broadening on the area of 
the dip on the transmission curve becomes insig
nificant. The same holds for the analogous inte
gral (8). Thus, extrapolation eliminates some in
accuracy connected with neglect of the Doppler 
broadening in the derivation of (10). 

Neutron scattering was measured with speci
mens similar to those used with the ny detector, 
but in addition with thin specimens ( 0.16 x 1021 

and 0.54 x 1021 nuclei/cm2 ) prepared by depositing 
KBr on thin substrates, so as to avoid the use of 
CaF2, which increased the potential scattering. 
Figure 2 shows an experimental curve obtained 
with a specimen 4.14 x 1021 nuclei/cm2 thick after 
15 hours. The channel width is 8 J-LSec. 

In the calibration measurements we used four 
lead specimens 0.8 to 4 mm thick. In addition to 
the measurements with lead and bromine, the de
tector background was measured with the reactor 
in operation. The experimental error in the ex
trapolated value of B was determined principally 
by the statistics. To extrapolate B, a straight line 
was drawn by least squares through the weighted 
3Xperimental points. The errors in the extrapo
lated value of B were 3-5% for strong resonances 
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FIG. 2. Experimental curve of neutron resonances of 
bromine, obtained with scattered-neutron detector (the 
numbers indicate the resonance energies in eV). 
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and reached 20% for the weakest resonances ( 204.9 

and 394.8 eV ), investigated with the aid of the scat
tered-neutron detector. The extrapolation plots 
for the two resonances are shown in Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 3. Extrapolation plots of B (in MeV) for the 53.8 and 
101.3 eV bromine resonances. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental data obtained in accordance 
with the procedure described above have made it 
possible to analyze the resonances lying at ener
gies below 400 eV. 

In addition to the ten resonances described in 
[!, 2], five additional weak resonances were de
tected by the measurements with the ny detector. 
For these resonances it was possible only to make 
an estimate of gr n• using formula (4). It was as
sumed that r y /r = 1. The total width for these 
resonances was not determined. For the remain
ing resonances the data reduction was in accord
ance with the complete program, except for the 

Channel No. 

resonance with energy 295.1 eV, for which the 
neutron -scattering data were not processed, owing 
to the insufficient resolution and statistics. 

To obtain the parameters of the resonances, 
curves of gr n were plotted against r on the basis 
of (4), (6), and (16). Figures 4 and 5 show by way 
of an example the curves for two resonances with 
large and small neutron width. The curve S is a 
function of the parameters gr n and r, so that we 
have a single curve in these chosen coordinates. 
For the curves B and C there appears a third pa
rameter, namely the spin factor g, which can as
sume two fixed values. For bromine, which has a 
spin I = %. these values are % and %. Thus, 
Eqs. (4) and (16) enable us to obtain different 
curves for different g. The true values of grn 
and r for the given resonance should satisfy all 
three types of curves (S, B, and C). Since only 
one point of intersection of curves B and C lies 
on curve S, this indicates simultaneously the value 
of g, i.e., the level spin. 

Figure 4 shows a family of curves for the reso
nance 101.3 eV. Curves C1, C2, and C3 were ob
tained for different thicknesses of the detector 
specimen. It is seen th!l.t curve S agrees with 
curves B and C for g = %. The curves for the 
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FIG. 4. 101.3-eV resonance. Family of curves plotted on 
the basis of Eqs. (4), (6), and (16); grn and rare in MeV. 
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FIG. 5. 53.8-eV resonance. Family of curves plotted on 
the basis of Eqs. (4), (6), and (16); grn and r are in MeV. 

53.8-eV resonance, shown in Fig. 5, have a some
what different character. The neutron width of 
this resonance is much smaller than the radiation 
width, so that r y /r ~ 1. In this case Eq. (4) goes 
over in practice into the relation C ~ A. This 
causes the curve C to become independent of g, 
and the only source of information on the spin re
mains curve B. It is seen from the figure that the 
point of intersection of the curves S and C lies on 
curve B for g = %. Since for most bromine reso
nances the neutron widths are smaller than the ra
diation widths, the measurement of the neutron 
scattering was the principal method of determining 
the level spins. 

It must be noted that the reliability of the S 
curve depends appreciably on the thicknesses of 
the chosen samples D and T, which have optimal 
values for each resonance. Since a large range of 
specimen thicknesses was used in the measure
ments, this has made it poss!ble to choose those 
yielding the smallest uncertainty in the curve S. 

The resonance parameters obtained by this 
method are listed in the table. The isotope iden
tification is borrowed from [1]. A comparison of 
the parameters of the resonances given in [1•2] 

with the results of the present work shows agree
ment for most resonances, within the limits of the 
measurement errors. Level spins not hitherto 
published in the literature were obtained for nine 
bromine resonances. 

The table was used to plot the distribution of 
the neutron widths. Since the isotope identifica
tion of the weak resonance is unknown, the distri
bution was plotted for all resonances. 

The distribution obtained is shown in Fig. 6 to
gether with the Porter-Thomas curve for the case 
iJ = 1. As can be seen from the figure, the exper
imental data do not contradict the theoretical curve, 
but the group of weak resonances deviates some
what from the curve itself. It must be noted that 
in processing the experimental curves obtained 
with the ny detector there were hints of the pres
ence of a few other levels, but the insufficient res
olution did not make it possible to separate these 
weak levels for any degree of reliability, and these 
are therefore not listed in the table. 

In this connection, it is of interest to carry out 
measurements with better resolution, so as to sep
arate the weak resonances more reliably and to 
increase the number of analyzed levels, which so 
far is insufficient. The strength function S0 = r~/D 
(where rt = rn/VE) was calculated from the tab
ulated data with allowance for the spin levels for 
the Br79 isotope and found to be ( 1.45 ± 0.2) x 10-4• 

For Br81 the strangth function was not calculated 
because of the small number of resonances of this 
isotope. 

The difference in the radiation widths for the 
isotopes Br81 (ry = 275 MeV) and Br79 (i:;·Y = 400 
MeV) is striking. The neutron binding energies 

Parameters of neutron resonances of bromine 

f, meV gf n•meV I J I r Y' meV I Isotope I r?,·. meV 

:>5.9 ± 0.1 405 ± 30 25 ± 2 2 365 ± 30 79 6.7 
53.8±0.2 430 ± 10 13 ± 1 1 395 ± 40 79 4.7 

101.3± 0.5 420 ± 30 97 ± 10 2 267 ± :n 81 15.4 
\:l5. 9 ± 0. 7 590 ± 50 115 ± 15 1 285 ±52 81 26.5 
157.3± 1.7 - 0.065 ± 0.015 - -
189.8± 1.2 5.50 ± 60 28± 2 1 475 ± 60 79 5.4 
204.9 ± 1.3 400 ± 60 6,5 ± 0.7 2 390 ± 60 0. 73 
212.4 ± 2.7 - 0.085 ± 0.02 - -
239.4± 1.6 1300 ± 150 350± 50 1 365± 160 79 60.2 
256 ± 3.6 - 0.135± 0.03 - -
295.1 ± 2.2 460± 50 26 ± 2 - 408 + 50 79 
319.6 ± 2.5 800 ± 80 300 ± 40 2 320 ± 90 79 26,8 
:rJfj ±5 - 0.41 ± 0.08 - -
:>68 ± 6 - 0,26 ± 0.06 - -
:-194.8± 3.5 610 ± ;;o 56 ± 6 1 460 ± 50 79 7.5 
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FIG. 6. Distribution of reduced neutron widths of 
bromine resonance. The smooth curve corresponds to 
the Porter-Thomas distribution with v = 1. 

are practically the same for Br80 and Br82 • The 
ground-state spins of the target nuclei also are the 
same (I = %) , so that this cannot cause such a dif
ference. The difference in the radiation widths is 
apparently connected with the appreciable differ
ence in the spins of the ground state of the product 
nucleus, namely I = 1 for Br80 and I = 5 for Br82 • 

No noticeable difference is observed in the neu
tron and radiation widths of the levels with differ
ent spins for the resonances of Br 79 , for which the 
spins of six levels were determined. 

In conclusion the authors consider it their pleas
ant duty to thank F. L. Shapiro for useful discus
sions and interest in the work, and I. I. Shelontsev 
and N. Yu. Shirikov for calculations on the elec
tronic computer. 
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